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A new gas deal with Germany may help, but the Gulf states are taking a risk by intertwining urgent Western energy requests with seemingly tangential regional issues.

In the short term, the Ukraine story is about advances of armored columns or heroic defiance of the odds, mixed with dreadful reports of casualties and refugees. But in the longer term, it’s nearly all about energy. On Sunday came news that Germany has agreed to a long-term gas supply deal with the Gulf state of Qatar, which sits on the world’s third largest reserves. “We might still need Russian gas this year, but not in the future,” Economy Minister Robert Habeck said in Doha. Germany is fast-tracking the construction of two liquefied natural gas terminals so it can import ship-loads that Qatar will make available...

Read the full article on the Hill website. (https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/599092-the-middle-east-read-energy-complicates-ukraine-crisis)
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